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BIG DATA - MODELLING OF MIDGES IN EUROPA USING MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES AND 

SATELLITE IMAGERY  
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Biting midges (Diptera, Ceratopogonidae) of the genus Culicoides are important 

vectors of pathogens causing diseases in free living and production animals and can lead to large 

economic losses in many European countries. In Europe, Culicoides imicola and the Obsoletus 

group are considered to be the main vectors of bluetongue virus that mostly affects ruminants such 

as cattle and sheep. Spatio-temporal modelling of vector distribution and abundance allows us to 

identify high risk areas for virus transmission and can aid in applying effective surveillance and 

control measures.  



 

 

We used presence-absence and monthly abundance data of Culicoides from 1005 sites 

across 9 countries (Spain, France, Denmark, Poland, Switzerland, Austria, Poland, Sweden, 

Norway) collected between the years 2007 and 2013. The dataset included information on the 

vector species abundance (number of specimens caught per night), GPS coordinates of each trap, 

start and end dates of trapping. We used 120 environmental predictor variables together with 

Random Forest machine learning algorithms to predict the overall species distribution (probability 

of occurrence) and monthly abundance in Europe. We generated maps for every month of the year, 

to visualize the abundance of C. imicola and Obsoletus group in Europe as well as distribution maps 

showing the probability of occurrence.  

We were able to create predictive maps of both Culicoides sp. occurrence and 

abundance using Random Forest models, and although the variance was large, the predicted 

abundance values for each site had a positive correlation with the observed abundance. We found 

relatively large spatial variations in probability of occurrence and abundance for both C. imicola 

and the Obsoletus group. For C. imicola probability of occurrence and abundance was higher in 

southern Spain, where as the Obsoletus group had higher probability of occurrence and abundance 

in central and northern Europe such as France and Germany. Temporal variation was also observed 

with higher abundance occurring during summer months and low or no abundance during winter 

months for both C. imicula and the Obsoletus group, although abundance was generally higher for a 

longer period of time for C. imicula than for the Obsoletus group. 

Using machine learning techniques, we were able to model the spatial distribution in 

Europe for C. imicola and the Obsoletus group in terms of abundance and suitability (probability of 

occurrence). Our maps corresponded well with the previously reported distribution for C. imicola 

and the Obsoletus group. The observed seasonal variation was also consistent with reported 

population dynamics for Culicoides, as it depends on environmental factors such as temperature and 

rainfall. Longer seasonal abundance for C. imicula compared to the Obsoletus group can be 

explained by the species distribution, as C. imicula is limited to the southern parts of Europe where 

the warm season lasts longer, whereas the Obsoletus group is found further north. The outputs 

obtained here will be used as input for epidemiological models and can be helpful for determining 

high risk areas for disease transmission. 


